2002 honda odyssey transmission

Despite being an extremely popular car brand, Honda has experienced numerous problems with
their Odyssey model. Throughout the years, the Honda Odyssey has experienced transmission
problems in many of their cars, with a more prevalent problem during the years of Honda began
marketing and manufacturing the Odyssey in , creating a smaller minivan for the middle class
market. Since , Honda has made a bigger version of the Odyssey in North America to fit bigger
families and more items. Unfortunately, is when the transmission problems began, citing issues
with the transmission durability in the 4-speed automatic car. The Honda spokesperson stated
that the 4-speed models were characterized by a faulty bearing which would break apart, and
send fragments of metal into the passageways in the transmission, causing it to shift
unintentionally. Honda tried to remedy the issue by including a 5-speed automatic transmission
on the Odyssey, but that transmission system experienced problems as well, with users citing
reliability problems. The 5-speed models were generally damaged by the wear and tear of the
third gear clutch. The clutch material would become afflicted by abrasion, which would scatter
bits around inside the transmission, causing erratic shifting once more. Drivers would succumb
to slipping or not being able to shift between gears while driving. A second problem occurred
with the 5-speed transmission system in the Honda Odyssey. The second gear reportedly could
overheat and break, causing the transmission to lock while driving. Even with Honda adding a
transmission cooler, the transmission fluid temperatures were still rising too high. The Honda
Odyssey has experienced transmission problems in various years, from , models, and We will
begin with discussing the Honda Odyssey transmission problems by year , and the average
cost to fix the problems. The Honda Odyssey is when the transmission problems began. Many
users reported having their transmission replaced at an earlier mileage, and still having to get a
new replacement at just , miles later. Some users have noted that this model of the Honda
Odyssey experiences transmission problems and failure without any real warning signs before
failing completely. You might be driving down the road and have no warning lights or no
symptoms, and then your car will just fail. Within the Honda Odyssey complaints, most of the
complaints are due to transmission failure. The additional issues with the transmission deal
with rough shifting, transmission slipping, transmission shuddering, and some issues with the
torque converter. The reported repairs that can fix your failed transmission are to replace the
transmission, PCM, valve, and sensor. There are multiple reports of this transmission failure not
being the first for the Honda Odyssey owners, causing them to second-guess buying a Honda
Odyssey in the future. Tujhe Honda Odyssey followed suit with numerous reports of
transmission problems, with the main report being transmission failure. The additional
transmission issues were transmission slipping, Tcs and engine light coming on, and issues
with the automatic and manual transmission powertrain. Even though the lights coming on are
not the most severe issues when it comes to cars, transmission failure is something that needs
to be fixed. The main solution to the problem is to replace the transmission, with some users
needing to also replace the torque converter for a complete repair. The complaints of
transmission issues continue in the Honda Odyssey model. This model has one of the highest
reports of transmission issues out of all of the Honda Odyssey models, and has the highest
incident report when dealing with chronological order. The main problem with the transmission
is transmission failure, accounting for most of the complaints. The additional problems that
users have reported with this model are the transmission slipping and banging while shifting,
transmission disengaging while using, showing a Code P, flashing D light, losing gears,
accelerating without meaning to, shaking when shifting, and leaking transmission fluid. The
only solution to this problem is to replace the transmission. The solution to this transmission
problem is to replace the transmission. The P Code can typically be fixed by taking your car to a
technician, where they can perform certain tests. They will run a DTC scan and find an incorrect
gear ratio. After they notice this, they can check the saved data and drain particles within the
transmission. Dealing with the major problem, the transmission failure, this will be the most
common fault htat Honda Odyssey users associate with their car. The solution to this problem
is to replace the transmission. The Honda Odyssey continues with the worst models of the
Odyssey car, arguably between the years of The model has numerous reports of the
transmission failing, slipping, hesitation between gears, jerking when shifting, whining, and
shaking at higher speeds. With this many problems, you might want to consider selling your car
to a reputable source. The only solution to transmission failure is to replace the transmission,
or, if you want to save money and extend the timeline of the repair process, you can rebuild
your transmission. The Honda Odyssey starts to see the reports of transmission problems
begin to die-down, compared to the staggeringly-high numbers put forth between the models.
The model has more reports of body and paint problems than transmission problems, which is
the first year that the Odyssey has another category at a higher level of issues than the
transmission system. Within the transmission problems arena, the main issues you will see are

transmission failure and some issues with shifting gears. The main solution to this problem is
to replace the transmission, with some owners choosing to undergo the lengthy process of
rebuilding it instead. The Honda Odyssey is where the company finally got it right. When
looking at the model as a whole, the transmission problems are listed in the middle of the pack
in terms of issues that owners have reported, compared to the top for all previous years. The
owners reported many more issues with body and paint problems than transmission problems
for the version. The most common reports with the transmission problems in the Odyssey are
the vibration converter failing, transmission failure, shuddering when shifting, humming from
transmission, and torque converter shifting. The main solution is to replace the torque
converter. When the car is shuddering while you're shifting gears, this is a lot of times due to
the torque converter needing to change. A hum from the transmission typically means that your
transmission is beginning to fail, which in turn, leads to transmission failure. The Honda
Odyssey models saw great years in terms of transmission performance. The reports of
transmission issues were much lower than the period, with being the first year that the Honda
Odyssey had positive feedback about their transmission system. The Honda Odyssey had
better reports of their transmission performance according to the Consumer Reports online
edition in June In , the Odyssey was the best selling minivan in the United States. In , the Honda
Odyssey received a new look, and included some high-tech features like an audio jack and
backup camera. Unfortunately for Honda, the transmission problems came back â€” although to
a lesser extent â€” in The and Honda Odyssey models show a trend of transmission problems
due to the clunking and jerking while shifting gears. Fortunately, the solution much of hte time
did not require a full replacement of the transmission system to solve the problem. There are
other methods, like a transmission flush, that your technician can try to save the transmission.
The Honda Odyssey minivans were recalled for a transmission that reportedly could shift
unexpectedly while driving. Honda uses a speed transmission in the vehicles that were recalled.
A loose battery terminal connection, or a faulty battery, were the cause of the transmission
issues which caused it to intermittently reboot â€” unintentionally. When the unit is forced to
restart, it might automatically shift the transmission into park position, which could be very
dangerous while driving. Honda dealers came up with a remedy to the problem by ensuring that
all battery connections were secure when owners bring their cars in. They also said they would
update the TCU software, which would change the action of the transmission if a reboot would
occur. If you want to save money for a new car, bring your junk car into CashCarsBuyer so we
can give you a fair quote for your vehicle â€” this way, you can walk out with some quick cash
for your next vehicle purchase! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. I
was raised by a career mechanic. When I was a kid stuff from Japan was considered crap yeah,
I'm pretty old. As time went on my dad would mention how much better Japanese cars were
getting. Thirty years ago they were good enough that pops quit using profane words to describe
them. Considering that he was a Navy veteran and fought the Japanese in the South Pacific in
WW2 that's high praise coming from him. We got this van for my niece to use and it seemed to
hold up well. For a year. Right after changing out the transmission fluid it started slipping badly
and then just refused to move. I find it hard to believe that doing maintenance was the cause,
but what a lousy coincidence. Putting a new trans in would cost far more than the vehicle is
worth. After reading numerous websites describing what is an obvious disaster of a
transmission, I wished I had done more research before buying this van. Now I'm going to list
the van for sale as a parts vehicle and see if I can get a little back. I had been considering
buying a new Honda Civic for myself, but now I think I will look elsewhere. Honda's general lack
of support for an issue that spanned years is hardly a good look for them. Sometimes things
come around full circle and my dad who is still kicking in his 90s got a laugh out of this and said
that maybe stuff from Japan is junk again. We fixed the timing belt problem. Air bag problems
after it was replaced. Light stayed on. Front wheel well plastic bent down scraping on the road. I
would have to get out and tuck it back under the fender. Sliding side door malfunction. Had to
make right sliding door a manual. That is about it. Continuous transmission slips and loss of
acceleration. Quick remedy is to place the shifter into PARK, shutoff the vehicle, and continue
driving. Occurs at random times, such as at a stop light or even traveling down the highway. I
was heading home from work, and I was on the highway. Suddenly, out of the blue, the car
breaks down! And the worst part, I have a bus behind me, and a semi truck to my left! Luckily, I
am in the right-hand lane, right next to the breakdown lane, so I can escape without being
harmed. I have the car towed to my local mechanic, and he said it was catastrophic
transmission failure! And I say "The car is only five years old! What do you mean transmission
failure?!? In fact, he had a Honda Accord with , with the same problem! When my brother-in-law
hears about it, he recommended Nissan, because he had a Nissan Quest that was still going
strong. Then the transmission in THAT car failed! At highway speed we lost all but 1st gear.

That was exciting! And loud. Glad there was no accident. Bought the vehicle used with K miles.
After having the problem, I read up on all the transmission problems Honda Odyssey have had
-- clearly a design fault. Our prior Honda Odyssey model year died due to rear-end collision at K
miles. Never had any transmission issues with it. Given the widespread reports of continuing
transmission problems and Honda's refusal to stand by their products if you purchased a used
Honda, it give me great concern about purchasing another Honda. We had been a Honda family
-- mother-in-law had a Civic and an Accord prior to her death, my mother has an Accord, I had a
Civic, the prior Odyssey, and this Odyssey -- but since Honda refuses to acknowledge their
design fault, the trust I had in their product's dependability and quality, the two reasons we paid
the Honda premium, is deeply shaken. They are making the same mistake Detroit's Big Three
made in the '60s by ignoring quality problems and denying responsibility. Same as many
others, transmission went bad and now must replace with after market. Our green light, on the D
symbol did begin flashing on and off over the past year. Honda checked the code and told us
unless we notice anything with the transmission, disregard the flashing light I am just so
disappointed in my Honda Odyssey. Never had a problem until , and now it needs a new
transmission. The van is not worth what it will cost to repair it. My transmission never failed but
for all you people who say yours did, do you think it might be because of your driving a minivan
like a sports car because of that sporty Honda sound? I was traveling with my husband and
child 2 hours away. About 20 minutes from my destination the car started smoking, a kind driver
drove up to my husband's driver side window and told us the car was overheating. I had a 10
month old baby in the car and got her ready to jump out when my husband stopped should the
car catch fire. Luckily a highway worker came running to us with a fire extinguisher should we
need it as the car was smoking bad. Turns out the transmission was blown on the car. Not a
single sign of it before this happened. I called Honda America at and spoke to Manny today.
Even though this transmission issue is a known issue, since my car has , miles, they can not
pay anything toward repairs of the transmission. He said I could take any other means I felt but
he couldn't help me, then said, is there anything else I can help you with today. I bought a
Honda because I thought it would be a great car with great service. I was sadly mistaken!! If
anyone gets any information on the class action law suit or any other means of compensation,
please let me know. Very unhappy about transmission failure. I was told by Honda there is no
recourse because the car has over , miles -- despite the fact that Honda settled a class action
lawsuit in regards to transmission failures in their Honda Odysseys. I am disappointed that a
Honda needed a new transmission at K miles. I thought it would have lasted longer. The service
technician told me that if the car was regularly maintained, it would not have been an expected
issue. I had that car maintained very regularly - all oil changes, all warranty and recommended
checks at the various mileage thresholds Now I see this is a pretty common issue for Honda
Odysseys! Took it to Honda dealer who charged me bucks to tell me that I need a new
transmission. I have owned Hondas since and although some repairs were expensive, nothing
approached this cost. In September, I had to replace the diver's seat because the seat bracket
sheared and the seat flopped around. In October I was advised that the power steering package
had to be replaced in order to pass state inspection. I can verify that others have informed me
about identical problems with their Odysseys and, based on the information in this site, my
experience and theirs, my conclusion is that this is a brand to avoid. The transmission began to
slip. The diagnosis from the transmission place said "Tested system and found transmission
barely moves, no codes in system, fluid burnt, unable to road test. Recommend rebuild
transmission due to internal failure. Me: "You know what babe? I'm gonna get you a really good
van that will last! I trust your judgement! Don't worry this vehicle will last and give us NO
problems" Wife: "I so excited, you're so smart! You always want the best for me and the kids!
You F--cking A--Hole!! What do you mean!! This is a F--cking Honda!! I spent top dollar for this!!
Wife: WTF!! We spent top dollar for this!! I HATE you!!! Me: "hmmmmmm - tall building - rope in
tree - sleeping pills, decision decision I purchased this van after our Ford Winstar was totaled in
an accident. We had it less than 1 month when the first signs of transmission failure occurred
on our way to the beach for family vacation. The transmission eventually died on my way to
picking my mother up from the airport. I was able to drive the van the 4 miles going 30 mph. We
took it to our mechanic and was told this was a common problem with this van. If he had known
we were looking to buy a car he would of told us not to buy a honda. The dealership said the car
was perfect when they sold it to us. I feel sorry for all the others who had to pay thousands and
Honda knowing this is a common problem. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your
Honda dealer. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites ATF Cooler Thread - Odyssey owners share experiences, and
advice on how to prolong the live of the transmission on the vehicle. ATF transmission thread
has been very informative, and helpful with this matter. Find a good Honda mechanic Read

reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. The
Honda Odyssey is not worth the money or trouble. Do not buy!! A piece of SH--T. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Honda Odyssey
problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about
potential repair costs? Chart based on 56 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. But there
is a distinctive sound that makes when it's almost ready to be dry, no trans oil. So pay attention
to it is like a whistle. That should be a heads up. We are keeping the Odyssey until the cloud of
indecision lifts from my wife's brow, or it coasts to a quiet stop beside the road. It is currently
showing a brilliant array of warning lights. Due to extended warranty, the dealer replaced
transmission twice with used transmissions from wrecked Odysseys. Still whining. This was
after checking the lubrication of the gears on a recall and it was pronounced fit, and also after a
new control module had been installed. Mechanic said torque converter showed signs of heat
stress and there was debris in system. Rebuild required. Rough, delayed shifts or jerking shifts
since 50, miles although has received regular transmission fluid changes 7 times at even
intervals since Repair part only ordered on this visit. No repair done. Transmission slipping in
third gear. Rough slipping or delayed shifts since 50, miles although has received regular
transmission fluid changes with factory fluid 7 times at even intervals since Transmission
replaced. Did not receive full Dealer states could not duplicate. Code erased. Transmission
rebuilt. Mar repair no additional cost to me. Would require transmission replacement to repair.
Honda Canada is doing nothing so far to rectify the issues. I brought this to attention while still
under extended warranty but still had to pay in full. I took it in right away. In the end, I found out
that the previous transmission replacement that occurred 7 years ago by a local Honda
dealership had a missing bearing right from the start which explains the constant minor issues I
have been experiencing since then and there looks to be nothing I can do about it because that
dealership has since closed. There was a gear ratio problem as per Check Engine Light Code.
Needed new tranmission. Replaced with rebuilt transmission, also replaced 3 mounts. Drove the
car home, only a mile, and had it towed to the dealer. The dealer diagnosed it as a faulty
transmission. Made service appointment where a bad transmission was diagnosed. Dealer kept
the vehicle and the repair was completed within 3 days. Unable to move out of traffic. Towed to
Honda dealership for repair. See TrueDelta's information for all Minivans. See TrueDelta's
information for all Honda models. Coolant flush Turn rear brakes and new pads and replace
both inner CV boots. The transmission always ready to brake. Transmission failing, repair not
deemed worth expense. Transmission was whining. Replaced Transmission, replaced motor
mounts, replaced rear main seal, timing belt, water pump. Honda had to replace the
transmission due to codes from the "Check Engine" prompt. Transmission replacement sensor indicated problem, repl
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aced under transmission extended warranty. ECL indicated a problem that requires
transmission rebuild or replacement. Transmission failed with approximately , miles. Flashing
letter D on shift indicator. Transmission failed after being rebuilt. Transmission detent spring
broken. There's definitely a problem with this transmission and now I discover that there's
Honda forums all about their transmission problems. Gears sticking, driving shudder, error
codes. After much discussion with Honda Canada the deal they offered was beat by the local
dealership who was not even responsible for missing problem. After briefly pulling a small
trailer, the next day the transmission started having sticking or shifting delays. Items repaired:
air filter, transmission again - at only It was just diagnostic. My transmission started shifting
roughly, so I took it in. Noticed transmission was slipping and jerking into 2nd gear.
Transmission was slipping. Transmission completely failed at 65 mph on highway.

